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Abstract 22 

        Accurate forecast of ground horizontal irradiance (GHI) is one of the key issues for power 23 

grid managements with large penetration of solar energy. A challenge for solar forecasting is to 24 

forecast the solar irradiance with a lead time of 1-8 hours, here termed as intra-day forecast. This 25 

study investigated an algorithm using a long short-term memory (LSTM) model to predict the GHI 26 

in 1-8 hours. The LSTM model has been applied before for inter-day (>24 hours) solar forecast 27 

but never for the intra-day forecast. Four years (2010 - 2013) of observations by the National 28 

Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) at Golden, Colorado were used to train the model. 29 

Observations in 2014 at the same site were used to test the model performance. The results show 30 

that, for a 1-4 hour lead time, the LSTM-based model can make predictions of GHIs with root-31 

mean-square-errors (RMSE) ranging from 77 to 143 Wm-2, and normalized RMSEs around 32 

18.4~33.0 %. With 5-minute inputs, the forecast skill of LSTM with respect to smart persistence 33 

model is 0.34~0.42, better than random forest forecast (0.27) and the numerical weather forecast 34 

(-0.40) made by the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model. The performance levels off 35 

beyond 4-hour lead time. The model performs better in fall and winter than in spring and summer, 36 

and better under clear-sky conditions than under cloudy conditions. Using adjacent information 37 

from the reanalysis as extra inputs can further improve the forecast performance.   38 

Keywords: Atmospheric radiation; Solar energy forecast; Recurrent neural network 39 

  40 
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1. Introduction 41 

           Solar photovoltaic (PV) energy is a major source of renewable energy. Over the last decade 42 

it has been increasingly integrated into worldwide electricity grid. Electricity output by solar 43 

panels depends on solar irradiance reaching the horizontal surface, a.k.a. global horizontal 44 

irradiance (GHI). GHI includes three components: direct solar beam, diffusive solar radiation by 45 

atmosphere and clouds, and ground-reflected solar radiation (usually insignificant). The GHI is 46 

affected by several environmental factors such as solar irradiance at the top of the atmosphere, 47 

cloud fraction, aerosol loading, and relative humidity. As a result, the amount of electricity 48 

produced by a solar panel is subjected to fluctuations in such meteorological variables (Bae et al., 49 

2017). This is distinctively different from traditional power generators that are stable over the 50 

entire operational period and insensitive to actual weather variations. The effect of such 51 

fluctuations becomes significant when PV power generation consists of 5 % of overall power used 52 

over a local grid and becomes critical when the PV penetration reaches 20 % (Matsura, 2009). As 53 

a result, some traditional generators must be used as a backup (a.k.a. operating reserve) to stabilize 54 

the power grid. However, conventional power generation systems (including nuclear) all have their 55 

own “warm-up” time, ramp rate, and minimal possible load (IEA, 2014). Therefore, improving the 56 

accuracy of solar irradiance forecasting can be critically important for efficient grid management 57 

with large penetration of solar energy. 58 

          Depending on the need for solar energy for different time horizons, different types of solar 59 

forecasting techniques can be used. For example, intra-hour forecasting (also known as 60 

nowcasting) refers to prediction of GHI from a few minutes up to one hour. It is usually done by 61 

simply extrapolating current wind and cloud information with an assumption that cloud property 62 

does not change and merely moves with the wind (Bosch and Kleissl, 2013; Chow et al., 2015; 63 
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Chu et al., 2015; Lorenz et al., 2014; Rana et al., 2016). Thus, only endogenous data are needed 64 

for such forecasting. For another example, inter-day forecasting refers to prediction of changes of 65 

GHI for one to several days ahead. For such a timescale, the evolution of weather system becomes 66 

the leading factor in determining the variations of solar irradiance. As a result, the most useful 67 

inter-day forecasts heavily rely on the numerical weather prediction (NWP) (e.g., Alessandrini et 68 

al., 2015; Mellit et al., 2014; Almeida et al., 2015). Between the above two ends of time horizon 69 

is the intra-day forecast, i.e., solar forecasting with a lead time of 1-8 hours. Many cloud systems 70 

can develop, mature, and dissipate within eight hours. The multiscale turbulence nature of cloud 71 

systems plays important roles within such timescale. State-of-the-art NWP models still have 72 

difficulties simulating such phenomena and, therefore, also have difficulty to well resolve the GHI 73 

variations within 8 hours (Cros et al., 2014).  74 

        The machine-learning approach recently emerges as a promising alternative to do the intra-75 

day forecast since neither simple extrapolation technique nor pure physics-based NWP technique 76 

has proved to be fully successful for such type of forecast (Antonanzas et al., 2016; Nonnenmacher  77 

and Coimbra, 2014; Miller et al., 2018). A number of algorithms have been used to forecast the 78 

GHI over this timescale. For example, David et al. (2018) compared the intraday forecasting of 79 

deterministic GHI by three models: coupled autoregressive and dynamical system (CARDS), 80 

sequential neural network (NN), and more traditional recursive autoregressive and moving average 81 

(ARMA) model. Their results showed that the performance of the ARMA model is comparable to 82 

that of NN, but both of them outperform the CARDS.  83 

Some studies have employed Long Short-Term Memory networks (LSTMs) to forecast 84 

photovoltaic (Gensler et al., 2016), total electron content (Sun et al., 2017), and day-ahead solar 85 

irradiance (Qing and Niu, 2018). LSTM is a particular kind of recurrent neural network (RNN; 86 
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refer to the appendix) introduced by Hochreiter & Schmidhuber (1997). Wang et al. (2018) and 87 

Fu et al. (2016) found that a LSTM network can achieve a better performance than the traditional 88 

time series prediction methods such as the ARMA and Support Vector Machine Regression. To 89 

the best of our knowledge, there has been no use of LSTM for intra-day solar forecasting yet. 90 

Therefore, inspired by the success of the LSTM for the inter-day solar forecasting, this study aims 91 

at assessing the performance of a LSTM-based model for intra-day solar forecasting. The 92 

remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the structure of the LSTM 93 

model used in this study, the observational data used in this study, and the validation metrics used 94 

for assessing the performance of the forecast. Section 3 presents the forecasting results and 95 

sensitivity tests regarding the choices of input features, temporal resolutions, and some 96 

configurations of the LSTM model. Section 4 compares the performance of the LSTM model with 97 

that of several other forecast methods. Conclusions and further discussion are given in Section 5. 98 

2. LSTM, Data, and Methodology 99 

2.1 LSTM-based neural network structure   100 

         Figure 1 sketched the structure of LSTM-based time series prediction scheme used in this 101 

study. Mathematical description of the LSTM model can be found in the appendix. Unlike normal 102 

multi-layer perceptron framework, the LSTM has a special neuron structure called memory cell 103 

that can capture short-term memory and keep it for a long time (Graves, 2012). Three gates control 104 

the information flow into and out of the memory cell: input gate, output gate, and keep gate (also 105 

known as forget gate). If the forecast is made at time t0 using m sets of observations prior to it, m 106 

LSTM models are then needed. The features (i.e. inputs) fed into each LSTM model through the 107 

input gate can be GHI only (i.e. one feature only) as well as a set of features including GHI. For 108 

our case, the set of features includes GHI, local time, and other observable meteorological 109 
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variables including relative humidity (RH; %), total cloud fraction (Fcld; unitless), near-surface 110 

temperature (Ts; K), and solar irradiance at the top of the atmosphere (Rtoa; Wm-2), as shown in 111 

Figure 1. These meteorological variables all have direct relevance to the solar radiative transfer in 112 

the atmosphere. All LSTM models were implemented using Keras neural network library (Chollet, 113 

2015), which runs on top of TensorFlow. The output, which has a dimension of out_d, from the 114 

LSTM model, is then used to as the input to a dense layer to generate forecast of the GHI in the 115 

next n hours after time t0. The final output for our case is hourly-averaged GHI for the nth hours 116 

after time t0. Previous studies such as Gensler et al. (2016) and Wang et al. (2018) showed that, in 117 

order to do a sequence of forecast, the input for such LSTM framework should be 2-5 times as 118 

long as the sequence of the forecast. Our targeted sequence is 8-hour GHI forecast, thus we have 119 

tested the length of input from 8 to 56 hours prior to the forecast time. It turns out that using 32-120 

hour observations prior to the forecast time t0 has the optimal performance. In the following 121 

discussions, all results are obtained using 32 hours of features prior to the time of the forecast. 122 

       The training was deemed finished when the root mean square error decreases to a small value 123 

(in our case, ~105 Wm-2 or less) and keeps essentially flat within 50 more training iterations. 124 

Coefficients derived from such training were then saved and used to do the 8-hour forecast of GHI.  125 

2.2 Data  126 

       Data used in this study was from ground observations at Golden, Colorado (39.74°N, 127 

105.18°W, elevation of 1.829 km) by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL; Andreas 128 

and Stoffel, 1981). Original observations were made every minute. Observed GHI, total cloud 129 

fraction, near-surface relative humidity and temperature were used. The GHIs were measured 130 

using well-maintained global horizontal pyranometers with a 3 % ~ 5 % measurement uncertainty 131 

(Wilcox 2012; Wilcox and Myers, 2008). Four years of observations from 2010 to 2013 were used 132 
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to train the LSTM network. The observations in the entire year of 2014 were then used for 133 

validation. The evaluation of the LSTM forecast performance with respect to different 134 

configurations of the network was also carried out using the same sets of training and validation 135 

data.   136 

2.3 Metrics for evaluating the model performance: RMSE, nRMSE, and forecast skill  137 

       Multiple metrics exist for evaluating the forecasting performance (Orwig et al., 2015). The 138 

most commonly used in meteorological forecast is root mean square error (RMSE), which is 139 

defined as  140 

        RMSE = �1
N
∑ (GHIpredicted,𝑖𝑖 − GHIobserved,𝑖𝑖)2N
𝑖𝑖=1       (1), 141 

where N is the number of observations used in the validation. RMSE measures how close the 142 

predicted GHIs are to the observed GHIs in the absolute unit of GHI. A closely related metric is 143 

normalized RMSE (nRMSE), which is defined as the RMSE divided by the standard deviation of 144 

observed GHI, which measures the prediction error with respect to the spread of the observed 145 

quantity. nRMSE can be a more useful metric when the value of GHIobserved varies by several 146 

factors or even by orders of magnitude. nRMSE has been used in previous studies about solar 147 

forecasting (Deo et al., 2016). Both RMSE and nRMSE will be used here to evaluate the model 148 

performance.  149 

 In addition, we will perform a linear fit of the predicted hourly GHIs with respect to the 150 

observed counterparts. The R-square from such linear fit tells the fraction of total variance in 151 

observed GHIs that can be explained by a linear function of predicted GHIs. Meanwhile, the slope 152 
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of the linear fit tells the scaling of such linear function (with 1:1 being the ideal) and the intercept 153 

tells the bias of such linear fit. 154 

        Forecast skill (FS), which is introduced by Coimbra et al. (2013), is widely used as a 155 

comparison metric in solar forecast. It is defined as,   156 

        FS = 1 −  RMSE
RMSEp

    (2), 157 

Where RMSE is from the model to be assessed. RMSEp is the RMSE of the persistence model. In 158 

this study, the persistence model with clear-sky index is used following Kaur et al. (2016), also 159 

known as the smart persistence. The GHI for the nth hour lead time at time t, GHI(t + n), predicted 160 

by clear-sky persistence model is defined as,    161 

         GHI(𝑡𝑡 + 𝑛𝑛) = 𝑘𝑘(𝑡𝑡 + 𝑛𝑛) ∙ GHI(𝑡𝑡 + 𝑛𝑛)clr   (3), 162 

         𝑘𝑘(𝑡𝑡 + 𝑛𝑛) = 𝑘𝑘(𝑡𝑡) = GHI(𝑡𝑡)
GHI(𝑡𝑡)clr

     (4), 163 

Where k(t + n) and k(t) are the clear-sky index, they are the same for the current time and for the 164 

nth hour lead time. GHI(t)clr and GHI(t + n)clr are the clear-sky solar radiations at surface for the 165 

time t and t + n. They are from solar radiation data (SoDa; Lefèvre et al., 2013). A forecast skill 166 

of 1.0 indicates a perfect forecasting. A forecast skill of 0 indicates an exact same performance as 167 

the persistence model. And a forecast skill of <0 indicates even worse performance than the 168 

persistence model. 169 

3. Results 170 

3.1 LSTM prediction Performance 171 

       First, 32 hours of high temporal resolution data (5 minutes per data point) was used as input 172 

to the LSTM model with out_d =100 to forecast GHIs in the next eight hours with also a temporal 173 
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resolution of five minutes. In other words, 384 sequential inputs (i.e. 32-hour observations) were 174 

used to predict the next 96 sequential outputs (i.e. GHI forecast for the next eight hours). The input 175 

data vectors have six features including GHIs, time, total cloud fraction, relative humidity, near 176 

surface temperature, and solar irradiance at the top of atmosphere (TOA). Only daytime forecast 177 

is examined further here, as the nighttime GHI is zero and has no relevance to solar power 178 

generation. 179 

        Figure 2 shows the scatter plots between the predicated hourly-averaged GHIs and observed 180 

counterparts for a 1-hour lead time (also referred to as 1-hour forecast horizon). Results from four 181 

seasons are plotted separately. The largest deviation from 1:1 line is seen in spring, which has a 182 

slope of 1.09. All slopes are larger than 1 and, correspondingly, the intercepts are all negative, 183 

ranging from -2 Wm-2 in winter to -20.5 Wm-2 in spring. The R-squares range from 0.88 in the 184 

summer to 0.93 and 0.92 in the fall and winter seasons, respectively. In general, the prediction 185 

performance is the best in winter and the poorest in summer. This is consistent with our 186 

understanding of the weather system. In winter large-scale, long-lived weather systems affect the 187 

cloud evolutions the most. For example, when a synoptic frontal system passes the site, it usually 188 

is featured with overcast sky over a few days. Then the high-pressure system comes with entire 189 

clear sky or little cloud coverage over a few days. In summer, however, large-scale weather system 190 

is less organized; diurnal cycle featured with local, short-lived convective storms dominates the 191 

cloud variations and thus the GHI is less predictable than in the winter. This can also be seen from 192 

the scatter plots in Figure 2: the linear model fit the wintertime data much better than the 193 

summertime data. 194 

        The RMSE, nRMSE, and linear regression outcomes (slope and intercept) for a lead time 195 

from one hour to eight hours are summarized in Figure 3.  For annual average, the RMSE (nRMSE) 196 
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increases from ~77 Wm-2 (~18%) at one-hour lead time to ~143 Wm-2 (~33%) at four-hour lead 197 

time. Both RMSE and nRMSE suggest that the forecast performance levels off beyond four hours. 198 

As expected, the wintertime RMSE is always the smallest among all seasons and for all lead times. 199 

Except for winter, the regression slopes (intercepts) for other seasons decrease (increase) with the 200 

increase of lead time, which can be explained by the fact that randomness increases with respect 201 

to the lead time (e.g. a convective storm or shower happens after forecast time t0 and lasts for only 202 

a hour or two), and such randomness has little dependence on what happens before t0. As explained 203 

above, winter weather is mostly governed by large-scale synoptic system that could last several 204 

days, which can account for the seasonal contrast here.  205 

       The dependence of forecast performance with respect to cloud fraction is also examined. 206 

Figure 4 shows the performance metrics with respect to four groups of observed cloud fraction. 207 

The RMSE for the group with cloud fraction <1 % is significantly less than those for the rest three 208 

groups. The RMSE for such clear or nearly clear sky situation mainly rises from the aerosol 209 

absorption and scattering of sunlight and the water vapor absorption of solar radiation. While the 210 

input features such as surface temperature and relative humidity are related to water vapor, due to 211 

measurement limitation our input features do not include information about aerosols. When cloud 212 

fraction is less than 95 %, the RMSE and nRMSE both level off after the 4th hour. However, this 213 

is not the case for overcast or nearly overcast situation, where both RMSE and nRMSE keep 214 

increasing with forecast horizon. The slope of regression also keeps dropping with increase of 215 

forecast horizon, dropping to as low as 0.6 for the 8th hour, but the intercept of regression is always 216 

less than 10 Wm-2 and is nearly zero for the 8th hour. These highlight the challenge of solar 217 

forecasting for overcast skies. From the meteorological perspective, overcast sky implies small 218 

GHI and even a small amount of reduction in cloud fraction can quickly increase the amount of 219 
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solar irradiance reaching the surface. Within eight hours, an overcast sky at t0 can evolve to any 220 

possibilities (e.g., still overcast, completely clear sky, and partly cloudy), which explains at least 221 

partly why the forecast performance for this group is not as good as for the rest three groups and 222 

why it has no apparent level-off forecast horizon.  223 

3.2 Sensitivity of the LSTM performance to different configurations 224 

We further examine forecast performance with respect to the inputs at different temporal 225 

resolutions, to the different choices of input features, and to a key hyperparameter, the number of 226 

the last LSTM outputs (out_d). The goal is to estimate an optimal configuration for the LSTM 227 

forecast algorithm in terms of computational speed and accuracy. RMSE and nRMSE will be used 228 

in the assessment of different configurations, as they are more useful than the linear regression 229 

statistics for such purposes (Orwig et al., 2015). 230 

3.2.1. Temporal resolutions         231 

        Five temporal resolutions for the input features are tested, i.e., 5-minute, 15-minute, 20-232 

minute, 30-minute, and 1-hour inputs. Other configurations are identical to what is used in Section 233 

3.1. For each temporal resolution, the LSTM network is trained separately. The performances are 234 

shown in Figure 5. After the 4th hour, the RMSE and nRMSE both show little dependence on the 235 

temporal resolutions of the input features. Within four hours, a finer temporal resolution can 236 

improve the performance but the dependence is stepwise instead of linear. For example, the 5-237 

minute and 15-minute inputs have nearly identical performance, so do the 20-minute and half-hour 238 

inputs. The improvements from one-hour to half-hour resolution, in terms of RMSE and nRMSE, 239 

are ~ 20 % while from half-hour to five-minute resolution the improvement is only ~ 10 %. On the 240 

same computer platform, it takes 5, 22, 50, 88, and 790 seconds to finish one iteration of training 241 

for the inputs with 1-hour, 30-minute, 20-minute, 15-minute and five-minute resolutions, 242 
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respectively. The prediction takes 37, 134, 306, 480 and 4848 seconds for the inputs with 1-hour, 243 

30-minute, 20-minute, 15-minute and five-minute resolution, respectively. The computational cost 244 

from 15-minute to five-minute resolution increases by a factor of ~10 while the forecast 245 

performance is comparable. Given the RMSE dependence and the computing cost, inputs with 15-246 

minute resolution are recommended among all temporal resolutions examined here. 247 

3.2.2 Choices of input features 248 

         Among six input features, the most important one is observed GHI. It is meaningful to look 249 

a LSTM network using the GHI as the only input feature and to compare its performance with the 250 

counterpart that uses all six features as input to train the LSTM network. Figure 6 summarizes the 251 

comparisons of performance between six features and only the GHI feature. For the 1-hour inputs, 252 

though the 6-feature prediction always performs better than the one-feature prediction, the 253 

difference is small for the first two hours (~ 2 %) and then increases with the forecast horizon to 254 

~5 %. For the 15-minute inputs, the difference is only 1 % or less. On the same platform, one 255 

iteration in training of 6-feature and one-feature networks takes nearly the same amount of time. 256 

Given no difference in training, six features should be advocated instead of one feature. But if the 257 

data availability is an issue, GHI observation with high temporal resolution (15-minute or even 258 

higher) alone can be used for such forecast.  259 

3.2.3 Choice of out_d 260 

        Five configurations of out_d are tested. The performances are shown in Figure 7. For 1-hour 261 

inputs (Figure 7a and 7c), when out_d varies from 50 to 100, the performance is essentially the 262 

same. When out_d increases from 10 to 50, the performance is significantly improved for the first-263 

hour prediction. For the case of 15-minute (Figure 7b and 7d), however, changing out_d from 10 264 
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to 100 nearly leads to no improvement in the performance for all forecast horizons. The trade-off 265 

between out_d and the temporal resolution of the inputs can be clearly seen by contrasting left 266 

panels and right panels in Figure 7. For a 1-5 hour lead time, the performances with any out_d 267 

using 15-minute inputs are better than the performances with out_d =100 and 1-hour inputs. 268 

Beyond the 5th hour, however, the performance using 15-minute inputs becomes comparable to 269 

the performance using 1-hour inputs with out_d ≥50. The time to train a LSTM network with 270 

out_d = 100 is 2.5 times as much as the time needed to train a LSTM network with out_d = 10. 271 

Based on these facts, 15-minute inputs with out_d =10 is an affordable option with performance 272 

no worse than any other configurations examined here.  273 

3.2.4 With additional neighboring features from reanalysis 274 

          This section is to test whether the features from adjacent locations can help improve the 275 

forecast. Given the actual GHI observations at neighboring locations to this NREL site are not 276 

available, we use hourly GHIs from the latest European Centre for Medium-Range Weather 277 

Forecasts (ECMWF) ERA5 reanalysis (C3S, 2017) over a 0.75-degree by 0.75-degree domain 278 

centered at the grid box encompassing NREL location. The hourly GHIs from ERA5 is at a 279 

resolution of 0.25-degree by 0.25-degree. The ERA5 GHIs on 3-by-3 grids are thus used as input 280 

features to the LSTM to predict the GHI at NREL, together with other features used in the previous 281 

subsections. Figure 8 shows the differences between with and without GHIs from the ERA5 282 

reanalysis, for RMSE and nRMSE, respectively. The differences are negative up to a 7-hour lead 283 

time, with maximum difference being 5 Wm-2 for the RMSE and 1% for the nRMSE. Therefore, 284 

using neighboring GHI features near the observed site can help the prediction performance.  285 

4. The forecast skill and comparisons with other forecast methods 286 
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         Using the forecast skill (FS) defined in subsection 2.3 as a metric, we compare the 287 

performance of LSTM with that of the random forest method (Breiman, 2001) and of numerical 288 

weather prediction made by the NCAR’s Weather Research and Forecasting version 3.9 (WRF; 289 

Skamarock et al., 2008), as well as the FS from a physical method published by Miller et al. (2018). 290 

The same 5-minute data used for the LSTM model training is used for the random-forest training. 291 

The WRF model forecast domain is centered at NREL Golden site with an outside domain of 192 292 

km by 192 km (a 3-km grid on each direction) nested with an inner domain of 64 km by 64 km (1-293 

km grid on each direction). The model used NCEP operational Global Forecast System (GFS) 294 

analysis as initializations and lateral boundary conditions for a 8-hourly daytime forecast every 295 

day in 2015, and then the GHI forecast were evaluated against observation. 296 

         The overall comparisons are summarized in Table 1. The LSTM algorithm outperforms the 297 

random forest, with ~2 % reduction for nRMSE and 8-10 Wm-2 reduction in RMSE. Compared to 298 

numerical weather forecast by the WRF model, the LSTM algorithm can reduce RMSE by 54~68 299 

Wm-2 and nRMSE by ~12%. Miller et al. (2018) used a NWP model in combination with satellite-300 

based cloud advection techniques to predict GHIs with a lead time of 1-3 hours. They evaluated 301 

their method at four different locations including the Table Mountain in Boulder, Colorado 302 

(40.125° N, 105.237° W), which is close to the NREL site. They found that, for this site over a 303 

three-year period, the 1-hour and 3-hour forecast RMSEs are 194.7 and 237.9 Wm-2, respectively. 304 

The forecast skill is negative. These findings are comparable to our WRF model results (Table 1). 305 

In contrast, the 3-hour and 1-hour forecast skills of LSTM are 0.22~0.33 for hourly inputs and 306 

0.37~0.42 for 5-minute inputs, better than those of NWP forecast. Forecast skill for all 1-8 hour 307 

lead time is shown in Figure 9. Overall, the forecast skill in 2014 ranges from 0.22 to 0.39 for 308 

hourly inputs and 0.34 to 0.42 for 5-minute inputs.  309 
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5. Conclusion and Discussion 310 

        This study designed a LSTM-based model to perform intra-day GHI forecast and evaluated 311 

its performance using observations from a single station at Golden, Colorado by NREL. Four years 312 

of observations from 2010 to 2013 were used to train the model, and the evaluation is based on the 313 

prediction for the entire year of 2014. The normalized RMSE is ~20 % for the 1st-hour prediction. 314 

The performance is better in the winter (RMSE = 58.0 Wm-2) than in the summer (RMSE = 109.1 315 

Wm-2), which is consistent with our physical understanding of the traits of different weather 316 

systems governing the GHI variations in different seasons. The forecast performance levels off 317 

after the fourth hour with a nRMSE around 30%. The forecast skill to smart persistence model is 318 

0.22 to 0.39 for hourly inputs and 0.34 to 0.42 for 5-minute inputs. Such performance is better than 319 

that of forecast based on random forest method (0.27), and is much better than that of numerical 320 

weather forecast using the WRF model (-0.40). The performance within first four hours show 321 

dependence on the temporal resolution of the input features: inputs with high temporal resolution, 322 

in general, perform better than those with low temporal resolution but the performance shows step-323 

wise dependence with temporal resolution. Using multiple features with physical relevance to GHI 324 

in the context of atmospheric radiation outperforms a single GHI feature, especially for forecast 325 

beyond two hours. But there is a trade-off between the temporal resolution of the inputs and the 326 

number of input features, as well as a trade-off between the temporal resolution of the inputs and 327 

the choice of a key hyperparameter, i.e., the number of outputs from the last cell of the LSTM 328 

(out_d). With computational cost and accuracy both considered, an optimal LSTM configuration 329 

for the intra-day GHI forecasting can be 15-minute GHI as the only input to LSTMs with out_d 330 

=10. We also found that using the GHI features from neighbor locations (such as GHIs derived 331 

from the ERA5 reanalysis) can improve the LSTM model forecast performance.  332 
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         This study explores the potential of LSTM in solar forecasting with the use of only 333 

indigenous observations. Limited by observational data, some key physical factors such as aerosol 334 

loadings were not available for this study. In principle introducing such features that are directly 335 

related to GHI can have promise to further improve the performance of machine-learning based 336 

algorithm, which is one pathway that we are interested in pursuing further. Meanwhile, introducing 337 

features from other data sources, such as simultaneous satellite observations and information about 338 

large-scale weather patterns from NOAA National Weather Service, also have a chance to improve 339 

the performance of such algorithms further. If the LSTM, as one type of recurrent neural network 340 

(RNN), can be successfully employed for solar forecasting, it is encouraging to further explore 341 

other RNNs in such forecast applications.  342 
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Appendix 354 

A description of LSTM neural network cell 355 

        Details of LSTM neural network can be found in Olah (2015) and Sun et al. (2017). Below is 356 

a brief summary of the essence of LSTM. Figure A1 shows the typical LSTM neural network cell. 357 

The data flow in and out of three type of gates, namely h(t-1) and x(t) as two input gates, C(t) as a 358 

keep gate, and h(t) as an output gate. h(t-1) contains outputs from the previous LSTM cell state 359 

and x(t) are the current inputs directly from the input layer. C(t) and h(t) are expressed as :  360 

             𝑪𝑪(𝑡𝑡) = 𝒇𝒇𝑡𝑡 ∗ 𝑪𝑪(𝑡𝑡 − 1) + 𝒊𝒊𝑡𝑡 ∗ 𝑪𝑪�𝑡𝑡    (Α.1), 361 

             𝒉𝒉(𝑡𝑡) = 𝒐𝒐𝑡𝑡 ∗ tanh [𝑪𝑪(𝑡𝑡)]      (Α.2), 362 

where * stands for the scalar product of two vectors or matrices, and  363 

             𝒇𝒇𝑡𝑡 = 𝜎𝜎(𝑾𝑾𝑓𝑓,𝑥𝑥 ∙ 𝒙𝒙(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑾𝑾𝑓𝑓,ℎ ∙ 𝒉𝒉(𝑡𝑡 − 1)  +  𝑏𝑏𝑓𝑓)     (A.3),  364 

            𝒊𝒊𝑡𝑡 = 𝜎𝜎(𝑾𝑾𝑖𝑖,𝑥𝑥 ∙ 𝒙𝒙(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑾𝑾𝑖𝑖,ℎ ∙ 𝒉𝒉(𝑡𝑡 − 1) +  𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖)      (A.4), 365 

            𝒐𝒐𝑡𝑡 = 𝜎𝜎(𝑾𝑾𝑜𝑜,𝑥𝑥 ∙ 𝒙𝒙(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑾𝑾𝑜𝑜,ℎ ∙ 𝒉𝒉(𝑡𝑡 − 1) +  𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜)      (A.5), 366 

            𝑪𝑪�𝑡𝑡 = tanh(𝑾𝑾�̂�𝐶,𝑥𝑥 ∙ 𝒙𝒙(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑾𝑾�̂�𝐶,ℎ ∙ 𝒉𝒉(𝑡𝑡 − 1) +  𝑏𝑏�̂�𝐶)   (A.6), 367 

where σ denotes the sigmoid function and tanh denotes hyperbolic tangent function. The 368 

parameters to be determined by training are weight matrices Wf,x, Wf,h, Wi,x, Wi,h, Wo,x, Wo,h, 369 

WĈ,x,WĈ,h and bias vectors bf, bi, bo and bĈ.  370 

          Based on above formulas, the interpretation of each LSTM cell can be given as follow. ft is 371 

between 0 and 1, with one being completely keeping the previous cell state, C(t-1), and zero being 372 
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completely discarding it. 𝑪𝑪�𝑡𝑡 are new candidate values derived from tanh function with input of 373 

both outputs from the previous LSTM cell, h(t-1), and the current input, x(t). it determines to what 374 

extent 𝑪𝑪�𝑡𝑡 is used for updating the current state C(t). ot decides the fraction of tanh(C(t)) to be used 375 

for computing the current output h(t).  376 
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Table 1 Comparison of the performance of the LSTM with the performance by other machine 469 

learning model, Random Forest algorithms and by other numerical models. RMSE refers to root-470 

mean-square error and nRMSE refers to normalized RMSE as defined in the text. Forecast skill 471 

for different years is with respect to the results of the persistence model in the corresponding 472 

year(s). Note these results are the statistics of daytime GHIs. Random Forest is done only for 1 473 

hour lead time.  474 

 Time 
period 

RMSE (Wm-2) nRMSE(%) Forecast skill 
1 hour  3 hour 1 hour  3 hour 1 hour 3 hour 

LSTM(5min-
input) 2014 78.2 134.2 17.4 29.9 0.42 0.37 

LSTM(1hour-
input) + ERA5 

2014 106.0 140.8 23.2 30.8 0.22 0.33 
2015 100.6 129.8 22.0 28.5 0.20 0.33 

Random Forest  
(5min-input) 2014 98.7 NA 21.0 NA 0.27 NA 

WRF 2015 176.3 197.5 35.9 43.0 -0.40 -0.01 
Satellite+model 
(Miller et al., 
2018) 

2014-
2016 194.7 237.9 24.9 28.8 -0.57 -0.21 

Smart 
persistence 
 

2014 135.6 211.4 28.7 41.7   
2015 126.1 194.9 26.8 38.6   
2014-
2016* 123.9 196.0 26.0 38.3   

*The persistence results for these 3 years are calculated using SURFRAD GHIs and SoDa clear-475 
sky irradiances at Table mountain, CO (40.125° N, 105.237° W). SURFRAD GHIs are 476 
downloaded at ftp://aftp.cmdl.noaa.gov/data/radiation/surfrad/. 477 

  478 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1. LSTM-based time series prediction framework. The input feature(s) is denoted as x and 479 

(m+1) time steps in the past are used for input to predict m time steps in the future. Three gates 480 

control the information flow in and out of each LSTM cell, namely input gate, output gate and 481 

keep gate.  482 

Figure 2. Scatter plot of the predicted verse observed hourly-averaged GHI. The prediction is for 483 

one-hour lead time. The entire year of 2014 data were used. Solid black lines are the 1:1 reference 484 

lines. Linear regression results are shown as red line. Each panel is for one season. 485 

Figure 3. The LSTM performance for hourly averaged GHI prediction with different lead time 486 

from one to eight hours. (a) regression slope, (b) intercept, (c) RMSE, and (d) nRMSE. Results 487 

from different seasons are shown in different colors. The performances for the entire year are 488 

shown in black curves. 489 

Figure 4. Performance of the LSTM forecast composite with respect to four groups of cloud 490 

fraction at forecast time zero: cloud fraction <1 % in red, 1-50 % in red, 50-95 % in blue and >95 491 

% in green. Four panels are the regression slope (a), regression intercept (b), RMSE (c) and 492 

nRMSE (d). 493 

Figure 5. Sensitivity of RMSE (a) and nRMSE (b) to the temporal resolution of the inputs. The 494 

same LSTM configuration used for Figures 2-4 is used here. 495 

Figure 6. Sensitivity of RMSE (a) and nRMSE (b) to number of features used as the inputs. Results 496 

predicted using 1-hour inputs and 15-minute inputs are in solid and dashed lines, respectively. One 497 

feature is to use GHI only. Six features include time, GHI, total cloud fraction, solar irradiance at 498 
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TOA, relative humidity, and air temperature. The same LSTM configuration used for Figures 2-4 499 

is used here. 500 

Figure 7. Sensitivity of RMSE and nRMSE to the number of LSTM output (out_d). Left column: 501 

1-hour inputs are used. Right column: 15-minute inputs are used. Upper row is for RMSE and 502 

lower row is for nRMSE. Results from different out_ds are shown in different colors, as labeled 503 

in (a) for all the panels.  504 

Figure 8. Difference in RMSE and nRMSE between with and without hourly ERA5 reanalysis 505 

used. Hourly inputs are used, other configurations are the same as in Figures 2-4. For black line, 506 

data in 2010-2013 are used to predict GHIs in 2014. For red line, data in 2011-2014 are used to 507 

predict GHIs in 2015. 508 

Figure 9. Forecast skill in 2014 compared to smart persistence model.  509 

Figure A.1  Sketch of the structure of LSTM neural network cell based on illustration from Olah 510 

(2015) and Sun et al. (2017). 511 

 512 

 513 
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 514 

Figure 1. LSTM-based time series prediction framework. The input feature(s) is denoted as x and 515 

(m+1) time steps in the past are used for input to predict m time steps in the future. Three gates 516 

control the information flow in and out of each LSTM cell, namely input gate, output gate and 517 

keep gate.  518 

  519 
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 520 

Figure 2. Scatter plot of the predicted verse observed hourly-averaged GHI. The prediction is for 521 

one-hour lead time. The entire year of 2014 data were used. Solid black lines are the 1:1 reference 522 

lines. Linear regression results are shown as red line. Each panel is for one season. 523 

  524 
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 525 

Figure 3. The LSTM performance for hourly averaged GHI prediction with different lead time 526 

from one to eight hours. (a) regression slope, (b) intercept, (c) RMSE, and (d) nRMSE. Results 527 

from different seasons are shown in different colors. The performances for the entire year are 528 

shown in black curves. 529 

  530 
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 531 

Figure 4. Performance of the LSTM forecast composite with respect to four groups of cloud 532 

fraction at forecast time zero: cloud fraction <1 % in red, 1-50 % in red, 50-95 % in blue and >95 533 

% in green. Four panels are the regression slope (a), regression intercept (b), RMSE (c) and 534 

nRMSE (d). 535 
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 537 

Figure 5. Sensitivity of RMSE (a) and nRMSE (b) to the temporal resolution of the inputs. The 538 

same LSTM configuration used for Figures 2-4 is used here. 539 

  540 
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 541 

Figure 6. Sensitivity of RMSE (a) and nRMSE (b) to number of features used as the inputs. Results 542 

predicted using 1-hour inputs and 15-minute inputs are in solid and dashed lines, respectively. One 543 

feature is to use GHI only. Six features include time, GHI, total cloud fraction, solar irradiance at 544 

TOA, relative humidity, and air temperature. The same LSTM configuration used for Figures 2-4 545 

is used here. 546 

  547 
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 548 

Figure 7. Sensitivity of RMSE and nRMSE to the number of LSTM output (out_d). Left column: 549 

1-hour inputs are used. Right column: 15-minute inputs are used. Upper row is for RMSE and 550 

lower row is for nRMSE. Results from different out_ds are shown in different colors, as labeled 551 

in (a) for all the panels.  552 

  553 
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 554 

Figure 8. Difference in RMSE and nRMSE between with and without hourly ERA5 reanalysis 555 

used. Hourly inputs are used, other configurations are the same as in Figures 2-4. For black line, 556 

data in 2010-2013 are used to predict GHIs in 2014. For red line, data in 2011-2014 are used to 557 

predict GHIs in 2015. 558 

  559 
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 560 

Figure 9. Forecast skill in 2014 compared to smart persistence model.  561 

  562 
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 563 

Figure A.1  Sketch of the structure of LSTM neural network cell based on illustration from Olah 564 

(2015) and Sun et al. (2017). 565 
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